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ABSTRACT
In a business atmosphere changes are ever occurring incidents which are supported by Information
Technologies and there should be proper management techniques to handle these changes effectively. Also
business processes must be aligned to IT to ensure the proper functionality of their services even after
changes are propagated. Services might be moved, or relocated and may undergo changes during their life
cycle. Hence there should be an effective framework for managing these changes without affecting the
business functionality. This work stresses mainly on handling these dynamic changes to a business entity as
it should support at business logic level and a new architecture model is proposed based on finite state
machine theory of automata. It aligns IT with the business entity by automatically adapting the
corresponding execution environment in case a change in the business process occurs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A web service is a piece of business logic that enables a paradigm shift in business structures
allowing them to outsource required functionality from third party Web-based providers. A
consumer of a web service is not tied to the service directly as the service interface can change
over time without compromising the client's ability to interact with it. As services are not static,
they undergo many changes during their life cycle. Hence there arises the need for an effective
framework managing those changes without affecting the business functionality. Change
management is the process responsible for controlling and managing the lifecycle of all changes
in an IT environment. Web services provide a new approach for accessing systems in a loosely
coupled, platform independent and standardized manner. However services might be moved, or
relocated and may undergo changes during its life cycle. Hence there should be an effective
framework for managing these changes without affecting the business functionality. Change
management is the process responsible for controlling and managing the lifecycle of all changes
in an IT environment. The goal of change management is to “ensure that standardized methods
and procedures are used for efficient and prompt handling of changes, in order to minimize the
impact of change-related incidents upon service quality and, consequently, improve the day-today operations of the organization. There are different approaches for managing changes in long
term composed services at different levels. Changes can be propagated either at service
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developer’s side or at service provider’s site. If Web service is exposed to changes the Web
service clients on the customer’s side is neither part of the upgraded piece of software nor of the
IT environment which is being upgraded. This probably results in erroneous behaviour whose real
cause is located somewhere in the system. Changes shouldn’t attract attention to themselves in
this way. Ideally they shouldn’t be noticeable at all. If this is not possible consumers should be
notified about upcoming changes in advance. Based on this notification they could request
additional details of upcoming changes and prepare their Web service clients accordingly. The
necessary measures often depend on the change that has been carried out on the Web service
provider side. Changes can be mainly classified into two ways – Internal changes and External
changes. Internal changes to a web service are propagated by the service developer. External
changes are the changes made by third party service providers and here, service consumers have
to manage changes should have the capability to understand service descriptions, discover the
services dynamically and invoke them. We propose a framework for managing changes that are
propagated during run time using FSM based theory of automata.

2. RELATED WORKS
While different researchers proposed different methodologies for change management, they all
included activities that help organizations transition from a current state to desired future state
during the implementation of ERP systems to achieve the organizational outcome. Dimitris
Apostolou et all presented an ontology-based approach for managing e-Government services that
enables systematic response of e-Government systems to changes by applying formal methods for
achieving consistency when a change is discovered; enables knowledgeable response of service
designers and implementers to changes by utilizing design rationale knowledge [1]. Xumin Liu et
all proposed a framework where managing changes in LCSs is modeled as a dual service query
optimization process where in the first phase, the selection of Web services is based on using
reputation as the key parameter and in the second phase, the non-functional QoWS is used to
narrow down the set to those Web services that are both reputable and best meet the QoWS [2]. It
is central to recognize that differences don’t only exists among those reviewed methodologies;
change management tasks are not the same even in one ERP project as different groups and
individuals will be affected differently and therefore will need different strategies [3].
Combination of Ordinary Petri nets and Reconfigurable Petri nets were used to model the
triggering changes and reactive changes, respectively by Salman Akram and proposed an
automatic change management framework that is based on the Petri net models [4]. Christian
Gerth and others described an approach that allows the semantic comparison of different business
process models using a normal form. Business process models have been transformed into a
process model term and presented a rewriting system consisting of several rules that transform
process model terms into a normal form and compared the normalized terms to identify
equivalent fragments and process models [5]. The dependencies between business processes and
services in service oriented environment for managing changes were proposed by Yi Wang, Jian
Yang and Weiliang Zhao. The taxonomy for changes of business processes and services has been
established based on the service oriented business model. A set of change impact patterns have
been identified. Functions for deriving impact scopes of a service change and a process change
have been defined. This approach can be used as the foundation to analyze and control the ripple
effect of changes of business processes and services [6]. Praveen K. Muthuswamy developed
change scheduling algorithms that seek to attain the “change capacity” of the system. This change
management process handles critical updates in the system that often use overlapping sets of
servers, resulting in scheduling conflicts between the corresponding change classes [7]. Bruno
Wassermann proposes the Change 2.0 approach to cross-domain change management based on an
inversion of responsibility for impact assessment and the facilitation of cross-domain service
process integration. In this approach, the initiator of a change is relieved of having to identify the
set of potentially affected clients. Instead, each domain maintains its dependencies and change
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owners publish change notifications [8]. Xiang Luo, Koushik Kar et all considered the Change
Management Process for Enterprise IT services with the goal of improving the efficiency of this
process, i.e., minimizing change completion time and maximizing the “change capacity”. Their
results indicate that a simple longest queue based scheduling approach works well in a wide range
of practical scenarios [9]. Uttam Kumar Tripathi presented a methodology and system for
changing SOA-based business process implementation at two layers: the design layer processes
are modelled in the ontology-based semantic mark-up language for web services OWL-S, and for
execution, the processes are translated into BPEL [10]. Change Management is a vital duty of
project management and furthermore project managers can use project management web service
as a consultant for change management [11]. Heiner Stuckenschmidt defined a formal
representation for modular ontologies based on the notion of Distributed Description Logics and
introduced an architecture that supports local reasoning by compiling implied axioms. They
addressed the problem of guaranteeing the correctness and completeness of compiled knowledge
in the presence of changes in different modules and proposed a heuristic for analyzing changes
and their impact on compiled knowledge and guiding the process of updating compiled
information that can often reduce the effort of maintaining a modular ontology by avoiding
unnecessary recompilation [12]. To keep align IT with business, Knut Hinkelmann methodology
heavily relies on the fact that the processes are represented in a declarative, semantically rich
modelling language based on ontology –OWL-S [13]. There are several tools for managing
changes for work flow management systems (WFMS) [14]. Changes to a single system can have
an unexpected impact on other dependent systems. Boris Stumm’s Caro approach tried to cope
with this problem by observing each system participating in the infrastructure and analyzing the
impact of any change that occurs. The analysis process is driven by declaratively defined rules
and works with a generic and extensible graph model to represent the relevant metadata that is
subject to changes. This makes Caro applicable to heterogeneous scenarios and customizable to
special needs [15]. Alexander Keller and Remi Badonnel have successfully integrated a work
flow based change management system with a commercial service provisioning system that
allows the execution of automatically generated change plans as well as the monitoring of their
execution. Their prototype demonstrates that change plans, generated by the CHAMPS change
management system, can be executed by the TIO deployment engine and that the BPEL4WS
workflow language can be used effectively to describe change plans [16]. Requirements for
ontologies that can be used in representing QoS constraints and in management of Web Services,
with special focus on QoS metrics, measurement units, and currency units are discussed in [17].
Antonio Oliveira Filho distinguished between two kinds of concerns related to impact analysis:
business-specific concerns, those related to stakeholders interested in checking if other business
rules are impacted by the change and also need to be modified; and software-specific concerns,
those related to stakeholders interested in the impacted software artifacts that need to be modified
[18]. Mi Wang et alll proposed a method to automatically get the global services dependency
matrix of the distributed cross-organization process via analyzing the private orchestration and
the partial public choreography and introduced the impact analysis model to compute the impact
that these changes have on the other services with the intra-service and inter-service change
propagation matrix to calculate the service impact effects [19]. Change Management for semantic
web services was published in [20]. An impact analysis model based on service dependency is
discussed in [21]. Shuying Wang et alll developed the graph-based service dependency matrix
and intra- and inter service relation matrix to calculate the service cohesions and impact effects.
Also, they analyzed the proposed change operations and suggest service change specifications
using the WSDL-S based annotation. Hua Xiao et alll presented a change impact analysis
approach that integrates the change impact analysis in business process and the change impact
analysis in source code, and proposed a formula to quantify the impact caused by changes made
in business process level [22]. Yi Wang et alll’s methodology of change impact is analyzed based
on the study of the dependency between services and business processes. Types of changes and
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change impact patterns are identified on the foundation of a service oriented business process
model [23]. Anton Michlmayr et alll have presented an approach for service provenance which is
integrated into the VRESCo runtime where several security mechanisms have been implemented
to guarantee access control and integrity of service provenance information [24]. Mauro
Andreolini et alll proposed a two-phase strategy that first aims to obtain a representative view of
the load trend from measured system values and then applied this representation to support
runtime decision systems .The two-phase strategy is based on stochastic functions that are
characterized by a computational complexity that is compatible with runtime decisions [25]. ].
Eduardo et alll DynamiCoS, which is a framework for the dynamic and automated composition of
services provided support to the whole dynamic service composition process [26].

3. FRAMEWORK FOR MANAGING RUN-TIME CHANGES
A framework for satisfying dynamic run time changes in web service is proposed along with the
evaluation of changes using Finite State Machine and to handle the critical and emergency
changes that arise during runtime rather than the standard and normal changes [Figure 1]. Also it
provides a sophisticated change monitoring system through the change evaluation process. This
approach incorporates the run time changes on the business logic more easily and also for
evaluating the changes made at service business logic in terms of business workflow with respect
to the change requirements, policy enforcement and the service performance. In our work we use
finite state machine for run time evaluation and management of the business logic change
activity. Hence the automated business logic evaluation model with dynamic change criterion
analysis empower the task of service management tremendously by reducing the programming
effort and development cost thus significantly enhancing the speed of business logic change
adaption in the nascent business market.

Figure 1. Framework for Policy driven Web Service Change Management

3.1. Working Model
The proposed work manages and implements the changes done to business logic in an effective
manner. Here Business Logic (BL) is defined as a set consisting of Business Functions (BF),
Business Parameters (BP), and Business Rules (BR).
BL= {BF, BR ,BP, BD}

(1)
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Also we identify the dependencies existing between functions, rules and parameters through the
dependency set BD. If change request is generated dynamically, our system first measures the
whether the change can be implemented or not. This is done as described in following sections.
3.1.1. Procedure/Steps Involved In Dynamic Business Logic Change Management
(i) The change request [CR] is the input to the source manager which consists of command,
resource and condition.
CR = <command> <resource> <condition>,
Where,
<Command> action raised by the user
<Resource> where the change has to be implemented
<Condition>  the condition which the system has to be satisfied.
(ii) Once the change request is analyzed and measured to be complete and finite, corresponding
business logic schema is composed for the change request generated.
(iii) Here, before implementing the change on a particular logic, the corresponding business
functions and parameters which are dependent on the business entity to be changed are identified
as this establishes the dependency set and overcomes the problem of incorrect functioning of
service logic.
(iv) The dependency relations are then mapped into corresponding BL schema file
(v) The BL schema generation deals with generating a XML code that reflects changes to the web
service business logic as expected and versioning of the schema file is updated.
(vi) Rule to be modified or changed is written to this file and these results in automatic change in
the corresponding source code without the intervention of developer.
B. Advantages
(i) As business logic requirements change, business analysts can update the business logic
without the support of IT staff.
(ii) Saves labour costs as everything i.e. the change management is done at the business analyst
level.
(iii) Automates the business logic change management in an effective manner
(iv) Time can be saved drastically as there is no need to change the entire source code from the
scratch
(v) All the changes to be implemented are dynamic in nature i.e. run time

4. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
Consider a real time scenario
“modifywithdrawlimit” has to be
rules, parameters and dependency
the change request is the rule to

for a banking service application. If a change request
validated which is generated dynamically first the functions,
sets to the functions interdependent on this are checked. Here
be modified. For example, the rule set corresponding to the
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function deposit () are: check_acc_holder () and check_policy_details (). If these rules are
verified and validated to be true then only the change request is accepted by the source manager
and the corresponding schema to the change request is generated automatically in dynamic
fashion. Hence if change request is generated for one method, it indirectly depends on various
rules which are interdependent. This change is made based on the dependency relation existing
between the functions (i.e.) order of execution. Thus change in one particular function or rule can
result in various modifications on other rules that fall under the same category or set. The
methodology is based on verifying completeness and finiteness of changes in business rules
propagated dynamically. This technique automatically supports the change and generates the new
schema that satisfies the change requirement.

Figure 2. Policy Dependencies
The architecture flow of the proposed system is shown in the below figure.

Figure 3. Architecture Flow of the Proposed System

5. ARCHITECTURE EVALUATION USING ATAM
The proposed architecture is evaluated by the Software Architecture Trade off Analysis
Method (ATAM). All the scenarios are listed and evaluated.
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5.1. ATAM Process
Step 1 - Present the ATAM process:
ATAM stands for Architecture Trade off Analysis Method. It is a method that tells how well an
architecture satisfies particular goals by providing insight of how quality goals interact and how
they trade off.
Step 2 - Present the business drivers:
Due to the increase of business-to-business communication between different organizations over
internet resources, the current architecture will provide and suggest the service provider to accept
the service consumer requirements to add new features to perform their tasks reliably. The major
quality attributes are listed as below.
Table 1. Quality Attributes.
Sl. no
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Quality Attribute
Reliability
Scalability
Security
Adaptability
Modifiability
Maintainability
Performance

Step 3 - Identify architecture approaches:
Table 2. Architecture Rationale.
Architectural Approach
Layered architecture

Rationale
It organizes the system in hierarchical structure that allows for
easy system change management.

Step 4 – Generate quality attribute utility tree
Table 3. Scenarios Classification.
Quality Attribute
Scenario1: Performance
Scenario2: Scalability
Scenario3: Security
Scenario4: Adaptability
Scenario5:Modifiability
Scenario6: Maintainability
Scenario7: Performance
Scenario8: Reliability
Scenario 9: Scalability
Scenario 10: Reliability
Scenario11: Maintainability
Scenario 12: Reliability

Scenario
Precise output for any type of input
Works for wide range of services
Manages authenticated services alone
Supports changes in rules, parameters and functions in the service
Allows addition of new components in the architecture
Capability to accommodate new technology
Minimum response time
Output of the evaluation system is trustworthy
Increased number of users
Handles all types of exceptions
Given service is evaluated perfectly
The property file produced is devoid of technical terms and easily
understandable
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Step 5- Scenarios Description
Table 4. Scenarios Description.
Quality
Attribute

Scenario1:
Performance

Scenario2:
Security

Scenario3:
Adaptability

Scenario4:
Modifiability

Scenario
(Source) User
(Stimulus) User submits an order.
(Artifact) Flow decider
(Environment) Normal operations
(Response) Precise output for any type of input
(Response Measure) Not more than one person-day of team effort is required
for the implementation
(Source) External to system
(Stimulus) Service provider experiences an overflow of calls through the Web
Service Broker endpoint that do not provide legitimate information i.e., does
not passes authentication and other security tests
(Artifact) Flow decider
(Environment) Normal operation
(Response) Access to service is denied
(Response Measure) Manages authenticated services alone
(Source) Business Analyst/user
(Stimulus) Change a business rule
(Artifact) BL Analyzer
(Environment) Emergency operations
(Response) Supports changes in rules, parameters and functions in the service
(Response Measure) The system responds to the business analyst/user in less
than seven seconds.
(Source) XML Schema
(Stimulus) Add a new business process
(Artifact) Flow decider
(Environment) Emergency operations
(Response) New process is added using architecture’s web service
(Response Measure) Not more than one person-day of team effort is required
for the implementation

(Source) Business Analyst/user
Scenario 5:
(Stimulus) Verify syntax of business logic
Maintainability (Artifact) Business logic analyzer
(Environment) normal operation
(Response) Capability to accommodate new technology
(Response Measure)
(Source) Internal to the system
(Stimulus) Fault occurs at application server
(Artifact) Service repository
Scenario6
(Environment) normal operation
Performance
(Response) The source control manager is notified of the fault; the system
continues taking order requests; and data remains in consistent state.
(Response Measure) The fault is detected, and failover action is taken within
25 seconds.
(Source) System failure in the web/enterprise server
Scenario7:
(Stimulus) Fault occurs at web/enterprise server
Reliability
(Artifact) Service repository
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(Environment) Failure mode
(Response) Output of the evaluation system is trustworthy
(Response Measure) In 100% of the cases
(Source) Enterprise/Application server
(Stimulus) Exception is raised by invalidated input
Scenario 9:
(Artifact) Exception Handler
Reliability
(Environment) Emergency operations
(Response) Handles all types of exceptions
(Response Measure) The consumer is notified with the fault and the
execution proceeds further.
(Source) Business Analyst/Customer
(Stimulus) Add information for existing service logic.
Scenario 10
(Artifact) Service repository
Maintainability (Environment) Emergency operations
(Response) Necessary information is integrated with the system, and is
available for users and given service is evaluated perfectly
(Response Measure) The system responds to the user in less than seven
seconds.
(Source) Business Analyst
(Stimulus) Delete existing elements from the BL Schema
(Artifact) Business analyst side
Scenario 11:
(Environment) Emergency operations
Reliability
(Response) The property file produced is devoid of technical terms and easily
understandable
(Response Measure) The system responds to the business analyst/user in less
than seven seconds.
Step 6 - Architecture elicitation and analysis
Table 5. Architecture Elicitation for Scenario 1.
Scenario Summary
Business Goal(s)
Quality Attribute
Architectural
Approaches
and Reasoning
Risks
Tradeoffs

Add a new service to the existing business logic schema
Permit easy integration with new business services.
Modifiability
interoperability issues across platforms are less likely to happen as the
proposed architecture is designed for SOA i.e. web services technology
Not apply to architecture
Less likely to happen
Table 6. Architecture Elicitation for Scenario 11.

Scenario Summary
Business Goal(s)
Quality Attribute
Architectural
Approaches
and Reasoning
Risks
Tradeoffs

Add information for existing service logic.
Must be easily integrated.
Maintainability
Necessary information is integrated with the system, and is available
for users and given service is evaluated perfectly
Not apply to architecture
Less likely to happen
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5.2. Scenario Interaction Conflicts
Scenario interaction is to reveal changes in components when two or more scenarios affect
components in architecture. Table 7 shows the list of scenarios which affects the component
description.
Table 7. Scenarios affecting the components.
Components
Service Repository
Business Logic analyzer
Flow decider
Dependency analyzer
Exception handler

Scenarios affecting the components
scenario 7, scenario 8, scenario 11
scenario 4, scenario 6
scenario 1,scenario 3, scenario 5
Scenario 1, scenario 5, scenario 6
scenario 10

The performance measure for the above case study is given in the following graph depicted as
Fig. 4

Figure 4. Scenarios affecting the components

6. CASE STUDY
We adopted travel agency architecture as case study for implementing the proposed system. The
architecture of the system is shown below:
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Travel Agency

Consumer Website

Web browser

Travel Agency
Catalog DB

RPC

RPC

PurchaseOrderService

RequestTrackingService

Credit Card Service

Indian
Bank

Request Processing
Center [RPC]

Travel Agency
RPC DB

Web Service
Broker

Airline Service

Service Provider
Airline Service
Air
India
WS
Indian
Airlines
WS

Hotel
Service

Taj
Hotel
Service

Pondy
Tours
Pudhuvai
Tours

Figure 5. Run-time view of Travel Agency Web Services Based Architecture
with Services added dynamically

7. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
7.1 User Interface for Business Analyst
To accommodate the changes to be done to the business logic of the web service, a user interface
has been designed for business analysts where they can specify the changes and implement by
themselves.

7.2 BL Schema loaded for Airline reservation service editing
After specifying the change request to the system, the business logic schema in form of easily
readable and understandable XML statements are generated for the particular / corresponding
web service source code where any non-programmer can do the changes to it.
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7.3 Status after Changes done
Once changes such as addition of business rules, deletion or modification has been done, the
business logic of the web service will be regenerated wherever the new statements or modified
statements exist in the BL Schema (Business logic schema). If any logical errors arise, exceptions
are raised which gives detailed information about the error caused. If the system does not come
across of any such error, “Build Successful” message is displayed to the user.

7.4 Service Code before changes

The below snippet shows the business logic of the web service before changes have been
implemented.
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7.5 Service Code Re-generated after Changes done
If any changes are done to the business logic schema of the corresponding business rules of the
source code, the service code will be re-generated and the process of compilation takes place.
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7.6 Service after re-deployment
Once the services are compiled successfully without any errors, then they should be redeployed
automatically to make those services available to consumers/clients consuming this enterprise
web service

7.7 Client side
The below snippet shows the client side of the travel agency website consuming services from the
enterprise web services architecture which we have built.

7.8 Airline booking service
The airline reservation service of the travel agency website is shown below. It gets number of
tickets to be booked and process from the results from the service.

7.9 BL Schema of Travel Reservation service
The below snippet shows the business logic schema of travel reservation service in form of XML
like statements.
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7.10 BL Schema loaded for editing DML statements [SQL Queries]
The software prototype developed is also capable of making changes to Structured Query
Language statements such as Data Manipulation Language queries such as Select, Insert, Modify,
Delete and Update. The below snippet shows the interface where the analyst is capable of making
changes to such type of constructs.
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7.11 Business logic (source code) for DML statements
The business logic of DML statements are shown in the below snippet.

8. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed model which has been implemented provides good benefits to the business analysts
who want to implement changes at the business logic layer of the software process (addition,
deletion and modification of business logic) by themselves without the help of technical staff and
hence reduces the implementation costs. The change management process can be done very easily
and provides much flexibility. First, the analyst gets the services of the enterprise web service
which are available and business logic schema file is loaded for the service logic where he wants
to do modifications. After doing changes, the corresponding source code is generated for the
changes done in the BL Schema. And finally the web service is re-deployed automatically for the
changes done in the service code through BL Schema. At the client side, the modified services
can be accessed and can be included into the software process. The current system was modelled
using FSM (Finite State Machine) for analyzing dependencies where the states are represented as
business rules (i.e. functions). However at enterprise architecture level, business analysts look at
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the system as a whole process and not only at business logic level. So we can extend the present
system by modelling it through Cellular automata where the processes of the whole enterprise is
constructed as state spaces (cells) which gives more clear view of the system to the analysts for
implementing the process of web services change management.
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